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Abstract
As breaking news unfolds people increasingly rely on social media to stay abreast
of the latest updates. The use of social media in such situations comes with the
caveat that new information being released piecemeal may encourage rumours,
many of which remain unverified long after their point of release. Little is known,
however, about the dynamics of the life cycle of a social media rumour. In
this paper we present a methodology that has enabled us to collect, identify
and annotate a dataset of 330 rumour threads (4,842 tweets) associated with 9
newsworthy events. We analyse this dataset to understand how users spread,
support, or deny rumours that are later proven true or false, by distinguishing
two levels of status in a rumour life cycle i.e., before and after its veracity status
is resolved. The identification of rumours associated with each event, as well as
the tweet that resolved each rumour as true or false, was performed by a team of
journalists who tracked the events in real time. Our study shows that rumours
that are ultimately proven true tend to be resolved faster than those that turn
out to be false. Whilst one can readily see users denying rumours once they
have been debunked, users appear to be less capable of distinguishing true from
false rumours when their veracity remains in question. In fact, we show that
the prevalent tendency for users is to support every unverified rumour. We also
analyse the role of different types of users, finding that highly reputable users
such as news organisations endeavour to post well-grounded statements, which
appear to be certain and accompanied by evidence. Nevertheless, these often
prove to be unverified pieces of information that give rise to false rumours. Our
study reinforces the need for developing robust machine learning techniques that
can provide assistance in real time for assessing the veracity of rumours. The
findings of our study provide useful insights for achieving this aim.
Introduction
Social media have increasingly gained popularity in recent years, enabling people
not only to keep in touch with family and friends, but also to stay abreast of
ongoing events and breaking news as they unfold. The potential for spreading
information quickly through a large community of users is one of the most
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valuable characteristics of social media platforms. Social media, being open to
everyone, enable not only news organisations and journalists to post news stories,
but also ordinary citizens to report from their own perspectives and experiences.
This broadens the scope and diversity of information that one can get from social
media and sometimes may even lead to stories breaking before they appear in
mainstream media outlets [Kwak et al., 2010]. While this often leads to having
access to more comprehensive information, it also comes with caveats, one of
which is the need to sift through the different information sources to assess their
accuracy [Silverman, 2013].
The spread of misinformation is especially important in the context of
breaking news, where new pieces of information are released piecemeal, often
starting off as unverified information in the form of a rumour. These rumours
then spread to large numbers of users, influencing perception and understanding
of events, despite being unverified. Social media rumours that are later proven
false can have harmful consequences both for individuals and for society [Zubiaga
and Ji, 2014]. For instance, a rumour in 2013 about the White House having
been bombed, injuring Barack Obama, which was tweeted from AP’s Twitter
account by hackers, spooked stock markets in the US1. A major event that was
similarly riddled with consequential rumours was Hurricane Sandy, which hit
the East Coast of the US in 2012. Part of the city of New York suffered from
power outages and many people had to rely on the Internet accessed through
their mobile phones for information. To prevent major incidents, the US Federal
Emergency Management Agency had to set up a web page specifically for rumour
control2.
While rumours in social media are a concern, little work has been done so
far to understand how they propagate. In this work we aim to help rectify this
by examining in some detail rumours generated on Twitter within the context
of nine different newsworthy events. First, we introduce our methodology to
collect, identify, annotate and enable the analysis of social rumours. Then, we
look at how rumours are spawned, and later confirmed or debunked; our study
looks at conversations around rumours in social media, exploring how social
media users respond to rumours both before and after the veracity of a rumour
is resolved. Our study provides insight into rumour diffusion, support and
denial in social media, helping both those who gather news from social media in
determining accuracy of information and the development of machine learning
systems that can provide assistance in real-time for assessing the veracity of
rumours [Derczynski and Bontcheva, 2014].
Background
One of the main challenges when studying rumours is to come up with a sound
definition of the concept. In contrast to recent research that considers a rumour
as constituting information that is ultimately deemed false, here we emphasise
1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-21508660
2https://twitter.com/fema/status/264800761119113216
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our adherence to the widely accepted definition of rumours as “unverified and
instrumentally relevant information statements in circulation” [DiFonzo and
Bordia, 2007]. This unverified information may turn out to be true, or partly
or entirely false. Adapting the existing definition to our context of breaking
news stories, we define a rumour as a “circulating story of questionable veracity,
which is apparently credible but hard to verify, and produces sufficient skepticism
and/or anxiety so as to motivate finding out the actual truth” [Zubiaga et al.,
2015b].
Rumours and related phenomena have now been studied from many different
perspectives [Donovan, 2007] ranging from psychological studies [Rosnow and
Foster, 2005] to computational analyses [Qazvinian et al., 2011]. Traditionally,
it has been very difficult to study people’s reactions to rumours, given that this
would involve real-time collection of reaction as rumours unfold. To overcome
this obstacle, Allport undertook early investigations [Allport and Postman,
1946,Allport and Postman, 1947] in the context of wartime rumours. He posited
the importance of studying rumours, emphasising that “newsworthy events
are likely to breed rumors” and that “the amount of rumor in circulation will
vary with the importance of the subject to the individuals involved times the
ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at issue”. This led him to
set forth a motivational question which is yet to be answered: “Can rumors
be scientifically understood and controlled?” [Allport and Postman, 1946]. His
1947 experiment [Allport and Postman, 1947] reveals an interesting fact about
rumour circulation and belief. He looked at how US President Franklin D.
Roosevelt allayed rumours about losses at the 1941 Pearl Harbor bombing. The
study showed that before the President made his address, 69% of a group of
undergraduate students believed that losses at Pearl Harbor were greater than
officially stated; but five days later, the President having spoken in the meantime,
only 46% of an equivalent group of students believed this statement to be true.
This study revealed the importance of an official announcement by a reputable
person in shaping society’s perception of the accuracy of a rumour.
Early research focused on different objectives. Some work has looked at the
factors that determine the diffusion of a rumour, including, for instance, the
influence of the believability of a rumour on its subsequent circulation, where
believability refers to the extent to which a rumour is likely to be perceived
as truthful. Early research by Prasad [Prasad, 1935] and Sinha [Sinha, 1952]
posited that believability was not a factor affecting rumour mongering in the
context of natural disasters. More recently, however, Jaeger et al. [Jaeger et al.,
1980] found that rumours were passed on more frequently when the believability
level was high. Moreover, Jaeger et al. [Jaeger et al., 1980] and Scanlon [Scanlon,
1977] found the importance of a rumour as perceived by recipients to be a factor
that determines whether or not it is spread, the least important rumours being
spread more. Others have attempted to categorise different types of rumours.
Knapp [Knapp, 1944] introduced a taxonomy of three types of rumours: (1) ‘pipe-
dream’ rumours, as rumours that lead to wishful thinking, (2) ‘bogy’ rumours,
as those that increase anxiety or fear, and (3) ‘wedge-driving’ rumours, as those
that generate hatred.
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The widespread adoption of the Internet gave rise to a new phase in the study
of rumour in naturalistic settings [Bordia, 1996] and has taken on particular
importance with the advent of social media, which not only provides powerful
new tools for sharing information but also facilitates data collection from large
numbers of participants. For instance, Takayasu et al. [Takayasu et al., 2015]
used social media to study the diffusion of a rumour in the context of the 2011
Japan Earthquake, which stated that rain in the aftermath might include harmful
chemical substances and led to people being warned to carry an umbrella. The
authors looked at retweets of early tweets reporting the rumour, as well as
later tweets reporting that it was false. While their study showed that the
appearance of later correction tweets diminished the diffusion of tweets reporting
the false rumour, the analysis was limited to a single rumour and does not
provide sufficient insight into understanding the nature of rumours in social
media. Their case study, however, does show an example of a rumour with
important consequences for society, as citizens were following the latest updates
with respect to the earthquake in order to stay safe.
Some researchers have looked at how social media users support or deny
rumours in breaking news stories but results are, as yet, inconclusive. In some
cases it has been suggested that Twitter does well in debunking inaccurate
information thanks to self-correcting properties of crowdsourcing as users share
opinions, conjectures, and evidence. For example, Castillo et al. [Castillo et al.,
2013] found that the ratio between tweets supporting and debunking false
rumours was 1:1 (one supporting tweet per debunking tweet) in the case of a
2010 earthquake in Chile. Procter et al. [Procter et al., 2013b] came to similar
conclusions in their analysis of false rumours during the 2011 riots in England,
but they noted that any self-correction can be slow to take effect. In contrast, in
their study of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombings, Starbird et al. [Starbird et al.,
2014] found that Twitter users did not do so well in distinguishing between the
truth and hoaxes. Examining three different rumours, they found the equivalent
ratio to be 44:1, 18:1 and 5:1 in favour of tweets supporting false rumours. In a
similar way, but expanding on the findings of earlier work, we aim to look at
rumours associated with a broader set of newsworthy events, differentiating also
the support and denial that comes before or after a rumour is resolved as being
true or false.
Friggeri et al. [Friggeri et al., 2014] and Hannak et al. [Hannak et al., 2014]
used a different approach to look at how people respond to false information by
looking at tweets that link to web pages that debunk certain pieces of information.
While their studies are of a broader nature and cover rumours within different
contexts, they only looked at false rumours that had been debunked on the
fact-checking website Snopes3. Moreover, they did not look into conversational
characteristics around rumours, beyond looking at users who respond with a
link to Snopes.
Going beyond studying the nature of rumours to gain insight into how they
are spread and supported by recipients, some researchers have also worked on the
3http://www.snopes.com/
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development of automated techniques to categorise the type of support provided
in each tweet towards the underlying rumour [Lukasik et al., 2015,Qazvinian
et al., 2011]. The dataset introduced in the current work provides a suitable
resource to expand research in this direction.
Motivation and Contribution
In the absence of research that takes a broad look at the diffusion, support
and denial of rumours in social media, we set out to develop a methodology
that would enable us to collect, annotate and analyse a large collection of
rumours that we could then analyse for how people react to them. In contrast to
previous approaches, our methodology enables gathering collections of rumours
that are not necessarily known a priori, so that we can collect a diverse set
of rumours with different levels of popularity. We introduce a scheme for the
annotation of social media, which we apply to a collection of 330 conversation
threads discussing different rumours, associated with 9 different newsworthy
events. Using this dataset, we analyse rumour diffusion, support and denial in
social media, looking at how they evolve from the point of being released to
eventual resolution. Our study shows interesting differences between true and
false rumours, one of them being that the former are typically resolved much
faster than the latter. We find that social media users generally show a tendency
towards supporting rumours whose veracity is yet to be resolved, which questions
the validity of using the aggregated judgments of users for determining the
veracity of a rumour. Users do reasonably well in distinguishing true and false
rumours after they are corroborated or debunked, but aggregated judgments
while a rumour is still unverified leave much to be desired. This emphasises the
need for developing machine learning techniques that can provide assistance in
assessing rumour veracity in real-time. The main contributions of our study
include:
• The development of an annotation scheme for analysing conversations
around rumours in social media. This annotation scheme has been devel-
oped to capture observable conversational features of how people engage
with information of questionable veracity.
• The application of this annotation scheme to a collection of 330 threads
associated with 9 different newsworthy events. We tested and validated
an annotation methodology both with an expert panel as well as through
crowdsourcing. We came up with a crowdsourcing methodology for the
creation of the annotated dataset described and analysed here.
• The performance of a quantitative analysis of rumours in social media,
looking at how they are spread, as well as how users support or deny them.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to perform such analysis
on a broad dataset involving multiple newsworthy events and rumourous
stories, and the first to consider the change in veracity status (unverified,
true, false) at different points of the life cycle of a rumour.
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Materials and Methods
The way the data is collected as well as the manual annotation process constitute
an important part of our methodology, allowing us to analyse conversational
features of social media.
Data Collection
Previous research has focused on collecting data for rumours known to have been
circulating a priori [Qazvinian et al., 2011,Procter et al., 2013b,Starbird et al.,
2014] rather than a more general approach to the collection of new rumours. By
gathering rumours known a priori, one can, for instance, search for tweets with
specific keywords, e.g. ‘London Eye fire’, to retrieve tweets associated with the
rumour that the London Eye had been set on fire in the context of the 2011
England riots. However, this approach will fail to identify rumours associated
with events for which specific keywords have not been previously defined. In
this study, our goal has been to extend rumour collection to encompass different
types of rumourous stories that are not necessarily known a priori. We did this
by collecting tweets from the streaming API relating to newsworthy events that
could potentially prompt the initiation and propagation of rumours. Selected
rumours were then captured in the form of conversation threads. We performed
the collection of rumourous conversations in three steps. First, we collected
candidate rumourous stories (signaled by highly retweeted tweets associated
with newsworthy current events) from Twitter. Second, journalists in the
research team selected from these candidate rumours those that met the rumour
criteria [Zubiaga et al., 2015a] and identified the tweets that actually introduced
them. Finally, we collected associated conversations for these rumour-introducing
tweets and annotated them using an annotation scheme specifically crafted for
this purpose.
Identification of Rumourous Stories and Conversations
Data collection. We use Twitter’s streaming API to collect tweets in two
different situations: (1) breaking news that are likely to spark multiple rumours
and (2) specific rumours that are identified a priori. We collected tweets for
nine different events, which include five cases of breaking news:
• Ferguson unrest: citizens of Ferguson in Michigan, USA, protested after
the fatal shooting of an 18-year-old African American, Michael Brown, by
a white police officer on August 9, 2014.
• Ottawa shooting: shootings occurred on Ottawa’s Parliament Hill in
Canada, resulting in the death of a Canadian soldier on October 22, 2014.
• Sydney siege: a gunman held hostage ten customers and eight employees
of a Lindt chocolate cafe´ located at Martin Place in Sydney, Australia, on
December 15, 2014.
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• Charlie Hebdo shooting: two brothers forced their way into the offices
of the French satirical weekly newspaper Charlie Hebdo in Paris, killing 11
people and wounding 11 more, on January 7, 2015.
• Germanwings plane crash: a passenger plane from Barcelona to Du¨sseldorf
crashed in the French Alps on March 24, 2015, killing all passengers and
crew. The plane was ultimately found to have been deliberately crashed
by the co-pilot of the plane.
And four specific rumours (known a priori):
• Prince to play in Toronto: a rumour started circulating on November
3, 2014 that the singer Prince would play a secret show in Toronto that
night. Some people even queued at the venue to attend the concert, but
the rumour was later proven false.
• Gurlitt collection: a rumour in November 2014 that the Bern Museum
of Fine Arts was going to accept a collection of modernist masterpieces
kept by the son of a Nazi-era art dealer. The museum did end up accepting
the collection, confirming the rumours.
• Putin missing: numerous rumours emerged in March 2015 when the
Russian president Vladimir Putin did not appear in public for 10 days. He
spoke on the 11th day, denying all rumours that he had been ill or was
dead.
• Michael Essien contracted Ebola: a post by a Twitter user on October
12, 2014 stated that the AC Milan footballer Michael Essien had contracted
Ebola. The report was later denied by the footballer and thus exposed as
a hoax.
Collection through the streaming API was launched straight after the jour-
nalists identified a newsworthy event likely to give rise to rumours. As soon
as the journalists informed us about a newsworthy event, we set up the data
collection process for that event, tracking the main hashtags and keywords
pertaining to the event as a whole. Twitter’s public stream was accessed through
the ’statuses/filter’ endpoint4, making use of the ’track’ parameter to specify
keywords. Note that while launching the collection slightly after the start of the
event means that we may have missed the very early tweets, we kept collecting
subsequent retweets of those early tweets, making it much more likely that we
would retrieve the most retweeted tweets from the very first minutes. This is
also consistent with our methodology as we rely on highly retweeted tweets to
identify candidate rumours.
Data sampling. Given the large volume of the datasets, we sampled rumour
candidates by picking tweets that sparked a high number of retweets. This is
justified by our definition of rumours, which specifies that a statement has to
4https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/reference/post/statuses/filter
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generate substantial interest and be widely circulated in order to be considered
as a rumour. Depending on the event, the retweet threshold used ranged from
two for specific rumours (Prince, Gurlitt, Putin, Michael Essien) to up to 100 for
larger-scale events (Ferguson, Ottawa, Sydney, Charlie Hebdo). Although the
crash of the Germanwings airplane in the French Alps was a significant event
that generated Twitter conversations over the course of several days, a lower
threshold of 25 retweets was chosen in order to capture an adequate number of
tweets in German. The sampled subsets of tweets were visualised in a timeline
with links to the conversation thread sparked by each of the initial (source)
tweets. Next, journalists were asked to identify rumourous source tweets and
non-rumourous source tweets. Journalists often need to clarify information they
need to use and thus have experience separating corroborated facts from rumours.
Additionally, the journalists continually tracked the nine events, so they were
knowledgeable about the stories and rumours associated with them.
Data annotation. We developed an annotation tool to facilitate the journalists’
work of annotating tweets as rumours vs non-rumours. The visualisation of
source tweets in the form of a timeline, accompanied by the context added by
the conversation thread they spark, made it easier to keep track of posts as the
event unfolds. While data collection was concurrent with events unfolding, the
annotation process was performed a posteriori, once a consensus had emerged
about the facts relating to the event in question. This enabled the journalists to
be more knowledgeable about the entire story, as well as any rumours that had
emerged and how they had been resolved. It also encouraged careful annotation
that encompassed a broad set of rumours; the journalists could go through the
whole timeline of tweets as we presented them and perform the annotations.
The annotation work performed by the journalists was twofold: (a) annotation
of each source tweet as being a rumour or not and (b) grouping of source
tweets into stories; the latter helped us group different rumourous tweets (and
associated conversation threads) as being part of the same story, as is the case
with the following three tweets which are all associated with the same rumour
(i.e., associated with the story “Putin is facing a palace coup”):
• Is Putin facing palace coup? [link]
• Can Putin’s Absence Indicate A Palace Coup In Moscow? #europe #russia
[link]
• RUMORS about #Putin started with a stroke, then he’s sick, and now
this [link] What’s next... #Russia #cdnpoli #dirtydeeds
Once rumours were grouped into stories, the journalists also annotated
whether each of the stories was ultimately proven to be false, confirmed as
true, or remained unverified. For cases where the story was either true or false,
they also marked within the timeline of the story the tweet that, according to
their judgement, was decisive for establishing the veracity of the rumour. We
refer to the latter as the resolving tweet. Note that the resolving tweet is not
always available for true and false stories, as such information may sometimes
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occur outside of our data collection time frame, e.g. weeks later or outside
the Twittersphere. Fig 1 shows a diagram with the structure of rumour data
produced with the annotation work performed by the journalists.
Our datasets consist of rumour stories, represented by squares, which can
be one of true (green), false (red), or unverified (orange). Each of the rumour
stories has a number of rumour threads associated with it, which we represent
as black lines that form a timeline where threads are sorted by time. When a
story is true or false, the journalists also picked, within the story’s timeline, one
tweet as the resolving tweet. Note that the resolving tweets cannot always be
found within the Twitter timeline, as in example story #5.
Figure 1: Diagram showing the structure resulting from the journalists’ annota-
tion work. Rumour stories, represented by squares, can be one of true (green),
false (red), or unverified (orange). Each of the rumour stories has a number of
rumour threads associated with it (black lines). When a story is true or false,
the journalists also picked, where available, one tweet as the resolving tweet
within the story’s timeline.
Outcome of the rumour annotation task. Table 1 summarises the outcome
of the annotation work, showing the number of source tweets annotated as
rumours and non-rumours for each of the nine events, as well as the number
of rumourous stories, where each story corresponds to a group of rumourous
tweets.
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Event name Rumour stories Annotated threads Rumour threads Non-rumour threads
Sydney Siege 61 1321 535 786
Ottawa Shooting 51 901 475 426
Charlie Hebdo 61 2169 474 1695
Germanwings 19 1022 332 690
Ferguson 42 1183 291 892
Prince to play in Toronto 6 241 237 4
Gurlitt 3 386 190 196
Putin missing 6 266 143 123
Essien has Ebola 1 18 18 0
TOTAL 250 7507 2695 4812
Table 1: Outcome of the annotation of rumours.
For the purposes of our study, we focus on the 2,695 tweets annotated as
rumourous. These rumourous tweets have been annotated in three different
languages: 2,460 in English, 198 in German, and 37 in French.
Complementing the Dataset with Conversations. We used the above
dataset of rumourous source tweets to launch collection of the conversational
threads they initiated. As a native feature of Twitter, users can reply to one
another. Hence, we look for all the replies to the 2,695 rumourous source tweets
for the nine events in the dataset. While Twitter does not provide an API
endpoint to retrieve conversations sparked by tweets, it is possible to collect
them by scraping tweets through the web client interface. We developed a script
that enabled us to collect and store complete conversations for all the rumourous
source tweets5. The script scrapes the Twitter web client interface, collecting
the responses that appear beneath the source tweet. Once the tweets below the
source tweet have been scraped, the script performs the following two steps to
make sure that the whole conversation started by the source tweet is retrieved:
(1) The script checks if there are more pages with responses (since Twitter pages
the responses), and (2) the script then retrieves, recursively, the replies to all
those replying tweets, which enables retrieval of nested interactions. This process
gives us the tweet IDs of all the tweets replying to the source tweet, i.e. the
conversational thread, from which we can form the whole tree. To collect all
the metadata for those tweets, we then access the Twitter API using the tweet
IDs; specifically, we use the ’statuses/lookup’ endpoint6, which provides all the
metadata for up to 100 tweets at once.
The collection of conversations for the 2,695 rumourous source tweets con-
tained 34,849 tweets, 2,695 being source tweets and 32,154 being responses.
Annotation of Rumourous Conversations
Our ultimate goal is to have rumourous conversations annotated according to the
support and evidence provided by tweets responding to the rumour denoted by
5The conversation collection script is available at https://github.com/azubiaga/
pheme-twitter-conversation-collection
6https://dev.twitter.com/rest/reference/get/statuses/lookup
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Figure 2: Example of a conversation generated by a rumourous tweet.
the source tweet (response tweets). We developed an annotation scheme suitable
for capturing conversation properties of the Twitter threads in terms of such
interactions and used it to obtain an annotated corpus using crowdsourcing.
In designing the annotation scheme we considered existing schemes for factu-
ality and aspects of conversation analysis, such as turn-taking and corresponding
reactions. The development of the annotation scheme has been motivated by
previous research that has evolved conversation analytic techniques in order to
arrive at an appropriate methodology for the sociological analysis of microblogs,
especially Twitter [Tolmie et al., 2015]. This research identified a number of
core organisational properties within Twitter conversations that have formed
the basis of the approach reported here for identifying potentially rumourous
conversation threads, i.e.: that it takes more than one conversational turn for
a rumour to be identified; that Twitter conversations have a sequential order;
that they involve topic management; and that the production of a response is
shaped by its accountable characteristics. The development of the annotation
scheme was carried out in two iterations: first by testing it with a four-person
expert panel of social media researchers (three PhD students, one postdoctoral
researcher) and second by running preliminary tests on a crowdsourcing platform.
The annotation scheme resulting from this iterative process is shown in Fig 3. It
assumes that there are two types of tweets in a conversation: (1) the source tweet
that initiates a rumour, and (2) response tweets that respond within the thread
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started by the source tweet, including both direct and nested responses. The
annotation scheme consists of three main dimensions which express the mode
of interaction: (1) support or response type, (2) certainty and (3) evidentiality.
The annotation of source tweets and response tweets presents two variants in the
case of the first component; support applies to source tweets whereas response
types applies to response tweets. Each tweet in a rumourous conversation is
annotated in terms of the above three dimensions, which we define in detail
below:
Support
Certainty Evidentiality
Source Tweet
Response Type
(x2 for deep replies)
Replying Tweet
(+) Supporting
(+) Denying
(+) Underspecified
(+) First-hand experience
(+) URL pointing to evidence
(+) Quotation of person / organisation
(+) Attachment of picture
(+) Quotation of unverifiable source
(+) Employment of reasoning
(+) No evidence
(+) Certain
(+) Somewhat certain
(+) Uncertain
(+) Underspecified
(+) Agreed
(+) Disagreed
(+) Appeal for more information
(+) Comment
Figure 3: Annotation scheme for rumourous social media conversations.
1. Support and Response Type:
• Support: Support is only annotated for source tweets. It defines if
the message in a source tweet is conveyed as a statement that supports
or denies the content of the statement. It is hence different from the
rumour’s truth value and reflects the view of the author of the source
tweets towards the rumour’s veracity. Support takes the following
values: (1) Supporting, when the author of the source tweet supports
the content of the statement, (2) Denying, when denying it or (3)
Underspecified, when the author’s view is unclear. This feature is
related to the “Polarity” feature in the factuality scheme by Saur´ı et
al. [Saur´ı and Pustejovsky, 2009].
• Response Type: Response Type is used to designate the support of
response tweets towards a source tweet that introduces a rumourous
story. Some replies can be very helpful in determining the veracity of a
rumour, and thus we annotate Response Type with one of the following
four values: (1) Agreed, when the author of the reply supports the
statement they are replying to, (2) Disagreed, when the author of the
reply disagrees with the statement they are replying to, (3) Appeal for
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more information, when the author of the reply asks for additional
evidence in relation to the statement they are responding to, or (4)
Comment, when the author of the reply makes their own comment
without a clear contribution to assessing the veracity of either the
tweet they are responding to or the source tweet. The inclusion of the
Response Type dimension in the annotation scheme follows Procter et
al. [Procter et al., 2013b], who originally introduced these four types
of responses for rumours. However, unlike [Procter et al., 2013b] we
additionally consider the annotation of Response Type for nested
replies, i.e. tweets that are not directly replying to the source tweet.
In this case Response Type is annotated for two different aspects:
(i) the type of response with respect to the rumour in the source
tweet and (ii) the type of response towards its parent tweet, i.e. the
tweet it is directly replying to. This double annotation allows us to
better analyse the way conversations flow and how opinions evolve
with respect to veracity. It is worth noting that the response type is
not necessarily transitive, and the aggregation of pairwise agreements
and disagreements with previous tweets does not necessarily match
with the agreement with the source.
For the purposes of our analysis here, we simplify a tweet’s response
type as its support with respect to the rumour; we infer this from the
tweet’s support with respect to the source, which can be one of these
four cases: (1) if the source tweet supports a rumour and the response
tweet agrees, we consider that the tweet supports the rumour, (2) if
the source tweet supports a rumour and the response tweet disagrees,
we consider that the tweet denies the rumour, (3) if the source tweet
denies a rumour and the response tweet agrees, we consider that the
tweet denies the rumour, and (4) if the source tweet denies a rumour
and the response tweet disagrees, we consider that the tweet supports
the rumour. Figure 4 shows an example of the double annotation,
and how we determine the support towards the rumour.
Figure 4: Example of annotation of rumour type, as well as how we determine
support towards the rumour.
2. Certainty: Certainty measures the degree of confidence expressed by the
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author of a tweet when posting a statement in the context of a rumour.
It applies to both source tweets and response tweets. The author can
express different degrees of certainty when posting a tweet, from being
100% certain, to considering it as a dubious or unlikely occurrence. The
value annotated for either Support or Response Type has no effect on the
annotation of Certainty, and thus it is coded regardless of the statement
supporting or denying the rumour. The values for Certainty include: (1)
Certain, when the author is fully confident or the author is not showing
any kind of doubt, (2) Somewhat certain, when they are not fully confident
and (3) Uncertain, when the author is clearly unsure. This corresponds to
the Modality feature of Saur´ı et al. [Saur´ı and Pustejovsky, 2009].
3. Evidentiality: Evidentiality determines the type of evidence (if any)
provided by an author of a tweet and applies to both source tweets and
response tweets. It is important to note that the evidence provided has
to be directly related to the rumour being discussed in the conversation
and any other kind of evidence that is irrelevant in that context is not
annotated here. Evidentiality can have the following values: (1) First-hand
experience, when the author of the tweet claims to have witnessed events
associated with the rumour (2) Attachment of a URL pointing to evidence,
(3) Quotation of a person or organisation, when an accessible source is
being quoted as a source of evidence, (4) Attachment of a picture, (5)
Quotation of an unverifiable source, when the source being mentioned
is not accessible, such as “my friend said that...”, (6) Employment of
reasoning, when the author explains the reasoning behind their view and
(7) No evidence, when none of the other types of evidence is given in the
tweet. Contrary to the dimensions described above, more than one value
can be picked for Evidentiality, with the exception of “No evidence” which
excludes the selection of any other value. Hence, we cater for the fact that
a tweet can provide more than one type of evidence, e.g. quoting a news
organisation while also attaching a picture that provides evidence.
All three of the above dimensions are annotated for each tweet in a conver-
sation thread, with one exception; response tweets whose Response Type has
been annotated as Comment, do not need to be annotated for Certainty and
Evidentiality.
Since the annotation of all 2,695 conversations we collected was not viable
due to time and budget constraints, we randomly sampled a subset of the data.
The sampled dataset includes 330 rumourous conversations, 297 of which are in
English and 33 in German. This amounts to 4,842 tweets overall, 4,560 in English
and 282 in German. The conversations are distributed across the nine events as
follows: Charlie Hebdo (74), Sydney siege (71), Ottawa shooting (58), German-
wings crash (53), Ferguson unrest (46), Putin missing (13), Prince/Toronto (12),
Ebola/Essien (2), and Gurlitt (1).
These 330 conversations were categorised into 140 different stories. Out of
these 330 conversations, 159 are true, 68 are false and 103 remained unverified.
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132 of the conversations were part of one of the 41 stories that have a resolving
tweet annotated.
The annotation of the sampled rumourous conversation threads we collected
was performed through crowdsourcing in order to ensure its timely comple-
tion [Procter et al., 2013a]. For crowdsourcing, we used the CrowdFlower
platform7, because of its flexibility, which allowed us to refine the annotation
work and specify prerequisites for annotators. Further details on how we split the
annotation into individual tasks and the settings chosen for the crowdsourcing
tasks can be found in [Zubiaga et al., 2015a], where we validated the suitability of
the approach, including both the annotation scheme, as well as the crowdsourcing
jobs, on a small subset of rumours.
The annotation of all 330 conversation threads consisted of 68,247 judgments
on 4,842 tweets performed by 233 different annotators. We combined all judg-
ments for each tweet-dimension pair through majority vote. These tweets are
annotated for the three features described in our annotation scheme: support
or response type (which is annotated twice for deep replies), certainty, and
evidentiality. A comparative analysis between the three features shows that they
are independent from each other, with low pairwise Pearson correlation values:
-0.31 between support and certainty, -0.15 between support and evidentiality,
and -0.04 between certainty and evidentiality. To quantify the difficulty of the
task, we measured the inter-annotator agreement values by comparing each
individual judgment against the majority vote. Overall, the annotators achieved
an agreement rate of 62.3%, which is distributed differently across different tweet
types and dimensions. Table 2 shows how the agreement rates are distributed
for source and response tweets when annotating for Support, Certainty and Evi-
dentiality. Our findings show that annotators found it easier to annotate source
tweets, as they are less ambiguous and require less context for understanding.
The agreements are somewhat lower for response tweets. When we compare
the different dimensions, we observe that Support is the easiest to annotate for
source tweets, but very similar to Certainty overall. Evidentiality is slightly more
difficult to annotate for both source and response tweets, presumably because of
the large number of different values that the annotators can choose from.
Support Certainty Evidence
Source tweets 81.1% 68.8% 74.9%
Replies 62.2% 59.8% 58.3%
Overall 63.7% 61.1% 60.8%
Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement values for different features and tweet types.
The present study was approved by the Warwick University Humanities &
Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee (HSSREC), which confirmed that
the project, “Computing Veracity Across Media, Languages and Social Net-
works (PHEME)”, received full ethics approval (ref 69/13-14, date: 30.05.2014),
7http://www.crowdflower.com/
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including approval to publish extracts from social media datasets.
The resulting dataset is available for research purposes8. We believe that the
methodology described above, along with the conversation collection software,
should enable reproducibility of similar data collections for future events.
Results
We begin by investigating the diffusion of rumours in our corpus and then move
on to analyse the annotations for Support, Certainty, and Evidentiality for both
source and response tweets. We conclude by exploring attributes of users that
participate in rumour diffusion.
Rumour Timelines
Figure 5 shows the timelines for the rumours collected and annotated for the
nine events in our dataset. Rumours are coloured according to their veracity
status at each moment, as determined by the journalists through the annotation
of resolving tweets. All of the rumours start off in an unverified status (orange),
while some of them are later proven true (green) or found to be false (red);
others, however, remain unverified, and are featured in orange through the entire
timeline. These charts visualise, in all, 103 rumours which remain unverified,
159 which were later proven, and 68 which were found to be false. Out of the
227 rumours that turned out to be either true or false, we have a resolving tweet
for 129 rumours (56.8%), while for the other 98 cases, the journalists could
not find a resolving tweet. Some of these may have been resolved outside of
Twitter, outside of the collected data, or later in time out of our data collection
and annotation time frames; these are coloured in orange. The figures show
variability in the duration of the unverified status of rumours; some rumours
are resolved quite quickly while others take much longer to be verified. They
also highlight the large number of unverified rumours in the case of both the
Ferguson unrest and the Charlie Hebdo shooting. On the other hand, more
rumourous stories ended up being verified in events like the Ottawa shooting or
the Sydney siege. While the distribution of veracity status varies across different
events, the number of rumours is generally large but the number of rumours of
unverified status is remarkable.
When we look at the delay between a rumour being posted for the first time
on Twitter and the rumour being resolved as being either true or false, we observe
that false rumours tend to be resolved significantly later than true rumours
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test [Wilcoxon, 1945]: W = 812.5, p < 2.2e−16). While
the median true rumour is resolved in about 2 hours, the median false rumour
takes over 14 hours to be resolved. Figure 6 illustrates this large difference in the
time it takes for true and false rumours to be resolved. While the vast majority
of true rumours are resolved within 5 hours of being posted for the first time,
8https://figshare.com/articles/PHEME_rumour_scheme_dataset_journalism_use_
case/2068650
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Ottawa shooting Sydney siege Ferguson
Germanwings plane crash Charlie Hebdo shooting Putin missing
Essien / ebola Prince / Toronto Gurlitt
Figure 5: Rumour timelines showing the lifecycle of rumours that start as
unverified stories (orange), and are occasionally later resolved as being either
true (green), or false (red). Each line represents a rumour story, while the X
axis represents the timeline.
many of the false rumours are not resolved within the first 10 hours; indeed for
those that are eventually solved, this does not happen until 15 to 20 hours after
the timestamp of the source tweet introducing the rumour.
Rumour Diffusion
To complement the analysis enabled by the visualisation of rumour timelines,
we take a closer look at the diffusion of these rumours in the form of retweets.
Figure 7 shows networks of interactions between users, the connections being
coloured according to their accuracy, as we describe next. Note that eight events
are shown here, given that the other event, Gurlitt, did not spark sufficient
retweets to create an equivalent visualisation. Here we consider a connection
between two users a,b if a user a retweets a user b’s rumourous tweet. Note that
17
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Figure 6: Distribution of delays (in hours) in resolving false (red) and true
(green) rumours. Horizontal lines represent 25, 50, and 75 percentiles.
retweets of rumourous source tweets are used here for the analysis, to explore
how different rumours are spread. We colour these connections based on the
accuracy of the original tweets being retweeted:
• Blue (accurate retweets): the retweets of tweets that are either sup-
porting true rumours, or denying false rumours.
• Brown (inaccurate retweets): the retweets of tweets that are wrong,
i.e., either supporting false rumours, or denying true rumours.
• Orange (unverified retweets): the retweets of tweets that still have an
unverified status.
Hence, these retweet networks visualise the degree of diffusion generated by
accurate, inaccurate, and unresolved tweets. Note that each of these networks
visualises all the interactions with rumours in each of the events, without
considering different points in time.
In these figures, we can observe that tweets reporting unverified rumours are
more widely spread; the percentages of unverified tweets range from 30.73% of
the retweets in Ebola/Essien, to 100% of the retweets in the Putin missing story.
Retweets of inaccurate reports are especially remarkable in the Ferguson unrest
(26.78%) and the Ebola/Essien hoax (69.27%). Retweets of accurate tweets
can only be observed in Prince/Toronto (23.36%), Germanwings plane crash
(33.32%), Ottawa shootings (35.76%), and the Sydney siege (26.64%). Table 3
shows the percentages of retweets of each type of tweet (unverified, accurate,
inaccurate) for each of the events.
We further examine these retweet networks by looking at the time in which
the retweets occur. We want to know the extent to which each type of rumour is
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Figure 7: Retweet networks representing retweets of unverified source tweets
(orange), accurate tweets that support true rumours or deny false rumours (blue)
and inaccurate tweets that deny true rumours or support false rumours (brown).
retweeted, as well as whether there is a time-effect on rumour diffusion patterns,
e.g. with some rumours being retweeted more at the beginning and tailing off
as time passes. Figure 8 shows the average distribution of retweets for different
rumourous stories (true, false) over time. The plots are normalised to show the
percentages of retweets, computed every 15 minutes, representing a ratio of the
total amount of retweets for that tweet. That is, once a rumourous tweet is
posted, we look at the ratio of retweets that occur over time within 15 minute
windows. A high percentage of retweets at a certain point in time represents
that, on average, that type of source tweet receives a high number of retweets at
that stage of its lifecycle. To enable a better comparison we make a distinction
between tweets that occur before and after resolving tweets (post- and pre-),
tweets that are part of a true or false rumour (true, false), and tweets that
support or deny a rumour (supporting, denying). Note that one chart is missing,
the one corresponding to the combination pre-denying-false, as there are no such
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Unverified Accurate Inaccurate
Ebola/Essien 30.73% 0.00% 69.27%
Putin missing 100.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Charlie Hebdo 96.22% 0.00% 3.78%
Prince/Toronto 67.29% 23.36% 9.35%
Ferguson 73.22% 0.00% 26.78%
Germanwings 60.24% 33.32% 6.44%
Ottawa shootings 55.02% 35.76% 9.23%
Sydney siege 71.72% 26.64% 1.64%
Table 3: Percentages of retweets for unverified, accurate, and inaccurate tweets.
instances in our annotated data.
We can observe that tweets posted before resolving tweets tend to spark a
large number of retweets in the very first minutes, a trend which quickly fades in
less than 20 minutes. After the occurrence of resolving tweets, retweets are more
evenly distributed over time, which reveals that post-tweets keep being retweeted
for a longer time. Hence, early tweets before a rumour is settled are highly
spread as soon as they are posted; however, even after a rumour is resolved the
rumour-bearing source tweets are retweeted for a while after.
Extending this analysis, Figure 9 compares the number of retweets that each
type of tweet receives overall, compared with the average number of retweets
that all rumours get. The point of this check is to establish if certain types of
tweets spark more retweets. Given that different events and rumours garner
very different numbers of retweets, here we use z-scores to normalise the retweet
counts across events and rumours. The z score for a given value x is given by
the formula:
z =
x− µ
σ
(1)
where µ is the mean of the population, and σ is the standard deviation of
the entire population under consideration. The z-score represents, therefore, the
number of standard deviations that a population is above or below the global
average.
Interestingly, the types of tweets that spark more retweets are, by far, early
tweets supporting a rumour that is still unverified (“pre-supporting”) (W =
118760, p < 2.2e − 16). Among these, there is also a significant difference
between true and false rumours; those that end up being true are retweeted
more than the false ones (W = 6145.5, p = 0.02678). The number of retweets of
tweets supporting these stories (“post-supporting”), both true and false, drops
dramatically after the rumours are resolved, suggesting that the rumour’s interest
decreases once its veracity value is known. The tweets that are retweeted the
least, however, are those denying a rumour, irrespective of whether the stories
are true or false and whether or not they have been corroborated. This analysis
reveals an interesting pattern in behaviour, showing that users tend to support
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Figure 8: Retweet timelines showing the percentage of retweets that each type of tweet gets
in 15 minute steps. Higher retweet percentages at the beginning represent a high interest in
spreading the tweet in the very first minutes.
unverified rumours (whether explicitly or implicitly), potentially due to the
arousal that these early, unverified stories produce and their potential societal
impact. Users do not seem to make the same effort, however, to spread false
rumour debunks to let others know about false reports.
While the evidence from retweets suggests that social media users are not
very good at distinguishing between true and false stories when retweeting
rumourous tweets, the actual tweet responses to rumourous tweets may reflect
a different picture. In the next section we investigate the level of support and
denial observed in the replies to rumourous tweets.
Rumour Support and Denial
The crowdsourced annotations, which manually categorise each of the source and
response tweets according to the type of support expressed with respect to the
rumour, enable us to analyse the performance of social media users in terms of
support and denial of rumours. Specifically, our annotation scheme categorised
each tweet as supporting a rumour, denying it, appealing for more information,
or making a comment. For a simplified analysis of rumour support and denial,
we omit comments, which do not contribute to resolving the veracity of a rumour.
We consider supporting tweets on the one hand and, on the other, we combine
denying tweets and appeals for more information into denials. Having these
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Figure 9: Z-score values for retweets of different types of tweets, representing
the extent to which different types of tweets receive retweets below or above the
overall average of retweets that all rumours get.
two types of response tweets, i.e., supports and denials, we define the support
ratio as the ratio of supporting tweets over those that are either supporting or
denying a rumour, so that we can normalise the support and make it comparable
across rumours and events. The equation that determines the support ratio for
a rumour is defined in Equation 2.
supportratio =
#support
#support+ #denials
(2)
We look at the support ratio observed for both true and false rumours,
distinguishing between ratios before and after the resolving tweet is posted, so
that we can also explore the effect of the resolving tweet on public opinion.
Figure 10 shows support ratios before and after resolving tweets for rumours
that turn out to be true or false.
We observe that true rumours tend to have a slightly higher ratio of support
(median = 0.156) than false rumours (median = 0.067) before the resolving tweet
appears, which is statistically significant (W = 1099.5, p = 0.02014). However,
the fact that both median values are positive and the difference between the
two populations in this case is relatively small, suggests that the aggregation
of collective intelligence may not be sufficient to determine the veracity of a
rumour, at least not before the resolving tweet is posted. While rumours remain
unverified, the overall tendency is to support them, or to assume that they
are true, irrespective of their actual truth value, as shown by the prevalence of
positive support ratios in these cases.
Surprisingly, the support ratio decreases after the resolving tweet for both
true and false rumours, in relation to the support ratio observed before the
advent of the resolving tweet. Furthermore, there is a larger difference in terms
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of the support ratio between true and false rumours after the advent of the
resolving tweet, with a median of 0.02083 for true rumours, and a median of
-0.0723 for false rumours, although without sufficient statistical significance
(W = 220, p = 0.07854).
The support ratio for unverified stories is very similar to the support ratio
observed for false and true rumours prior to their resolution. The support ratio
for unverified stories tends to be low but slightly in favour of supporting them
(median = 0.04348). This confirms the overall tendency to support unverified
stories.
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Figure 10: Distribution of support ratios before and after resolving tweets for true and false
rumours, as well as for rumours that remain unverified. Horizontal lines represent 25, 50, and
75 percentiles.
As an additional step here, we look at the number of cases in which the
amount of support exceeds denial, those in which denial beats support, and those
in which they have equal weight. Figure 11 visualises on a heatmap the number
of rumour stories where there are either more supporting or more denying tweets,
there is a tie, or there is not a single tweet questioning it or backing it up. This
again buttresses our previous observation that most people tend to support
rumourous stories and few people question or deny them. In fact, the chart
shows that the only case in which the amount of denial beats support is that of
false stories, after the resolving tweet has been posted.
Apart from looking at the support ratio, we also analyse the amount of
discussion that each type of rumour (true, false, pre and post resolution) produces.
We define the discussion ratio as the sum of supporting and denying tweets
divided by all the tweets, hence referring to the fraction of tweets that discuss
the veracity of a rumour either positively or negatively (see Equation 3).
discussionratio =
#support+ #denials
#support+ #denials+ #comments
(3)
Figure 12 compares the amount of discussion that different types of rumourous
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Figure 11: Support heatmap representing the number of rumours that spark (1)
more support, (2) more denials, (3) the same number of each, or (4) neither.
tweets spark before and after resolving tweets. We use z-scores again to normalise
the values and make them comparable to one another for rumours corresponding
to different events.
Here we observe that there is more discussion after the veracity of a rumour
is resolved, especially for false rumours. Unverified stories all have negative
z-scores, irrespective of the stories later being proven true or false, or remaining
unverified. However, positive z-scores can be observed when the resolving tweet
has been made public. Interestingly, the fact that the resolving tweet has been
posted produces a higher number of tweets discussing the veracity of the rumour,
either positively or negatively. To further quantify the amount of support and
denial produced in these situations, we look next at the support ratio.
Figure 13 shows the support ratio that different types of tweets (true, false,
pre and post resolution) receive. The large increase of discussion for false stories
once veracity is resolved, as observed above, turns into denying messages. This
suggests that users are good at denying already debunked rumours, but are
not so good at handling unresolved rumours. When it comes to true rumours,
users do quite well in determining that an unverified rumour is true. However,
and surprisingly, the slight increase in discussion after a true rumour is verified
turns into a higher degree of denial. We believe that this is due to the fact that
supporting messages are no longer necessary, but messages from users remaining
skeptical feature more prominently in the discussions.
Rumour Certainty
Certainty, as we annotated it in the context of rumours, measures the degree of
confidence expressed by the author of a tweet. We look at the degree of certainty
expressed by users in the context of rumours of different veracity statuses to
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Figure 12: Z-score values for the amount of discussion generated by different
rumours, representing the extent to which different rumours spark discussion
below or above the overall average. Red corresponds to false rumours, green to
true rumours and yellow to unverified rumours.
check how it changes and whether it increases as rumours get resolved. To
compute the certainty ratio observed in each of the rumourous stories, we
simplify the annotations of certainty and distinguish two groups: (1) certain,
which includes annotations of tweets belonging to a rumour as ‘certain’, and (2)
not-entirely-certain, which includes annotations of tweets as ‘somewhat certain’
and ‘uncertain’. Given these two values, the certainty ratio is computed as:
certaintyratio =
#certain
#certain+ #not-entirely-certain
(4)
Figure 14 shows the distributions of certainty ratios by veracity status (true,
false, unverified). Certainty appears to be stable before and after resolving
tweets for true rumours; with a median of 0.575 before being resolved, and a
median of 0.563 afterwards, there is no significant difference in the degree of
certainty after a rumour has been verified (W = 848, p = 0.345). However, we
do observe a larger difference in the case of false rumours, where the median is
0.618 before resolution, and 0.556 thereafter; however, this difference cannot be
considered to be statistically significant (W = 224.5, p = 0.2384). In the rest of
the cases, i.e., unverified rumours, the certainty level (median = 0.571) is very
similar to true rumours eventually verified as true.
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Figure 13: Z-score values for support ratios observed in different rumours,
representing the extent to which different rumours get support below or above
the overall average.
Rumour Evidentiality
Evidentiality in the context of a rumour determines the type of evidence (if
any) provided by an author of a tweet. We look next at the extent to which
users provide evidence with their statements for different veracity statuses. To
compute the evidentiality ratio in rumourous stories, we simplify the annotations
of evidence for individual tweets within a rumourous thread as follows: (1)
‘evidence’, which applies to a tweet that provides any kind of evidence, and (2)
‘no-evidence’, for tweets that have no evidence attached. Given these two values,
we compute the evidentiality ratio as:
evidentialityratio =
#evidence
#evidence+ #no-evidence
(5)
Figure 15 shows the distributions of evidentiality ratios by veracity status.
The values for evidentiality associated with rumours that are as yet unverified is
very similar, irrespective of whether the rumour is proven to be false, true, or
remains unverified. However, there is a noticeable drop of evidentiality after a
rumour is resolved. This is especially noticeable for false rumours. Interestingly,
most tweets provide supporting evidence when a false rumour is still unverified
(median = 0.8944), but this number drops dramatically once the rumour is proven
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Figure 14: Distribution of certainty ratios before and after resolving tweets for true and false
rumours, as well as for rumours that remain unverified. Horizontal lines represent 25, 50, and
75 percentiles.
false (median = 0.667); this difference is statistically significant (W = 269.5,
p = 0.01382). The drop in evidentiality after rumour resolution is smaller for
true rumours, whose median value is 0.853, while unverified; this drops slightly
to 0.8 after the advent of the resolving tweet; however, this difference cannot be
deemed statistically significant (W = 932, p = 0.07333). The significant drop in
evidentiality associated with false rumours once they are debunked suggests a
shift in the focus of the discussion from trying to disprove a rumour.
Analysis of Users
Next, we examine the role that different users play in the diffusion and support
of rumours. In our rumour datasets, a total of 56,099 different users participated:
208 posted rumourous source tweets, 3,129 responded to the rumours, and 53,469
retweeted the rumours. We rank users by the amount of followers they have,
which, as we argue below, can be used to provide a measure of the reputation
of the user. However, the number of followers might somehow be rigged, e.g.,
by users who simply follow many others to attract more followers. To control
for this effect, we define the follow ratio as the logarithmically scaled ratio of
followers over followees (see Equation 6).
log10
#followers
#following
(6)
Hence, the larger the number of followers a user has in relation to the number
of users they are following, the larger the follow ratio will be.
To assess the validity of the follow ratio as a reputation measure, we took a
closer look at users with a high follow ratio. Within the possible follow ratio
values, which ranges from -1 to 7 in our dataset, we looked at the 42 users with
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Figure 15: Distribution of evidentiality ratios before and after resolving tweets for true and
false rumours, as well as for rumours that remain unverified. Horizontal lines represent 25, 50,
and 75 percentiles.
a follow ratio of 4 or higher. Among these 42 highly reputable users, 38 are
news organisations, 2 are ’parody accounts’ (e.g. accounts self-evidently set up
to make fun of or ’spoof’ real people or organisations), 1 is an activist, and 1 is
an actor. Hence, the majority of users with high follow ratios in the context of
newsworthy events are news organisations, which validates the follow ratio as a
reputation measure for our purposes.
Figure 16 shows the statistics for the average follow ratio of users who express
support, certainty and evidentiality for rumours at different veracity status levels.
Here we observe that users who support rumours, irrespective of whether they are
ultimately true or false, tend to have a substantially higher follow ratio compared
to those users who challenge them. On the contrary, users who deny rumours
seem to have a lower follow ratio, irrespective of whether the story is ultimately
true or false. This divergence can actually be observed both while rumours are
still unverified, as well as later, when their veracity has been resolved. When
we look at the relationship between follow ratio and certainty, we see that users
who tend to be certain are those with a higher follow ratio, whereas users with
lower follow ratios tend to be uncertain. This seems to be the case for both true
and false rumours, although uncertainty is expressed by users with a high follow
ratio in the case of false rumours prior to their resolution. Looking at the types
of evidence that users of different levels of reputation attach to their tweets,
we can see some interesting patterns that differentiate users with low and high
follow ratios. In fact, users with high follow ratios tend to quote external pieces
of evidence to back up their own posts, such as a link to a news story, while
users with a low follow ratio tend to either not provide any evidence at all or
rely on self-assertion.
Given that the majority of users in our sample with a high follow ratio are
news organisations, these results do not seem very surprising. One the one
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hand, we would expect journalists to orientate to the need to display compliance
with professional values in reporting stories, which is consistent with quoting
sources, even if these sources themselves may not be entirely trustworthy [Cotter,
2010]. On the other hand, the pressure to produce something in the face of
an over-abundance of information and the presence of numerous near-identical
stories from competing news organisations means that verification of a rumour
may take second place to the need to publish [Boczkowski, 2010].
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Figure 16: Average follow ratios for users who express different types of support, certainty
and evidentiality, along with error bars that represent the 95% confidence interval.
Apart from the user follow ratio, we also considered other factors to distinguish
between users, such as user age, whether or not they are verified users, or the
number of times they tweet, but found no significant differences.
Discussion and Conclusions
The methodology we have developed for collecting, identifying, and annotating
rumour threads has enabled us to analyse a number of important aspects of how
people react to rumours using measures of diffusion and in the context of responses
that either support or deny the veracity of the rumours. The application of
this methodology to 330 rumour threads associated with 9 different newsworthy
events and 4,842 tweets has helped us discover behavioural patterns that can be
observed in the context of rumours. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to perform such a comprehensive study on a diverse set of rumours.
We consider conversational aspects of rumours and also differentiate between
two parts of the rumour cycle, i.e., prior to the resolution of its veracity status
and after a rumour has been debunked or verified. To summarise what has come
out of the study results:
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True rumours tend to be resolved faster than false rumours. Our
study shows a significant difference in terms of the time it takes before true and
false rumours are resolved respectively. While most true rumours are corroborated
within 2 hours of the source tweet that introduces them, false rumours tend to
take about 14 hours before they are debunked. This observation aligns with
common sense and buttresses earlier conjectures according to which proving
that a fact is not accurate is far more difficult than proving it is true [Saunders,
1984]; providing counter-evidence that disproves a statement is indeed more
challenging.
Rumours in their unverified stage produce a distinctive burst in
the number of retweets within the first few minutes, substantially
more than rumours proven true or false. When we looked at the diffusion
of rumours in the form of retweets, we observed a clear tendency among users to
share rumours that are still in the first phase of their life cycle, prior to them
being resolved. Our analysis shows that tweets reporting nverified rumours spark
a sudden burst of retweets within the very first minutes, showing that users tend
to share early, unverified reports rather than later confirmations or debunks.
This might seem somewhat surprising at first, as one would expect people to be
more interested in the final resolution of a rumour. However, this observation
aligns with the nature of rumours, which by definition produce increased levels
of anxiety, increasing, in turn, the likelihood of passing on information to others.
Our analysis suggests that interest in spreading a story decreases after its veracity
value is resolved, especially when it is proven false. This finding also aligns with
investigations of the reportability of newsworthy information in the conversation
analytic literature [Sacks, 1992].
The prevalent tendency of users is to support every unverified
rumour. Interesting insights into rumours are also obtained from our analysis
of discussion in the form of supporting and denying tweets. When we considered
both support and denial tweets together, which we referred to as discussion, we
observed that the amount of discussion increases substantially once a rumour
is resolved, irrespective of whether it is corroborated or debunked. When
distinguishing between support and denials, we observe that it is denial which
increases after rumour resolution, and support rather drops off as a rumour is
resolved, irrespective of whether the story turns out to be true or false. It is
surprising that an increase in messages denying a rumour not only occurs with
rumours that have been debunked, but also in the case of those confirmed to be
true. This suggests that those who trust the confirmation no longer feel the need
to insist, while a number of skeptical users emerge rebutting the resolution of the
rumour. It is worth noting that the increase in messages denying a rumour does
not usually imply that they numerically exceed supporting messages. In fact, the
only case in which denying messages outnumber supporting messages is when a
false rumour has been debunked; this does not occur with false rumours while
they are still unverified. Overall, the prevalent tendency of users is to support
every unverified rumour, potentially because of the lack of counter-evidence.
While the level of certainty does not change over the course of
the rumour lifecycles, users provide evidence in their tweets when
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rumours are yet to be resolved, but less so after resolution. Apart
from looking at whether tweets were supporting or denying rumours, we also
looked at certainty – the level of confidence expressed by the author of a tweet
within the conversation thread – and evidentiality – whether there is evidence
linked to tweets within a rumourous conversation thread. We found that there
is not much of a difference in terms of certainty for different veracity statuses of
rumours (true, false, unverified), other than debunked rumours being associated
with a slightly lower level of certainty. This is potentially due to posts by skeptics,
but the finding was not statistically significant. In terms of evidentiality, there
is a significant drop in its presence in tweets after a false rumour has been
debunked, in comparison to tweets posted at an earlier stage, when the rumour
was still unverified.
Highly reputable users such as news organisations tend to sup-
port rumours, irrespective of them being eventually confirmed or
debunked, tweet with certainty and provide evidence within their
tweets. Finally, we have also looked at different characteristics of users to find
out whether different types of users react differently to rumours. Among the
characteristics studied, we found significant differences when separating users
by follow ratio – i.e., the scaled ratio of the number of a user’s followers to the
number of accounts the user follows. Our analysis shows that users with high
follow ratios are more likely to: (1) support any rumour, irrespective of its truth
value; (2) be certain about their statements and (3) attach evidence to their
tweets by quoting an external source. On the other hand, users with low follow
ratios are more likely to: (1) deny rumours, irrespective of their actual truth
value; (2) be rather uncertain about their statements and (3) either provide no
evidence in their tweets, or provide evidence on the basis of their own experience,
opinions or observations.
In our context of newsworthy events the majority of users with high follow
ratios are news organisations, which we might reasonably assume are at pains
to act in ways that are consistent with professional standards when it comes
to news reporting and so justify their readers’ trust. Hence, we observe that
news organisations tend to make well-grounded postings; they usually do so
with certainty and often quote an external source as evidence. We also observe
that despite their evident endeavour to make well-grounded statements, news
organisations may nevertheless post rumours that are eventually proven false.
This finding is not necessarily inconsistent with acting to maintain professional
reputation, but reflects how this has to be balanced against the pressures
journalists may face to publish, even when stories and sources are unverified.
Hence, quoting a source, whether verified or not, represents a minimum threshold
for journalists to be seen as adhering to professional standards and so be judged
to be trustworthy. This finding, in fact, buttresses the observations on digital
media ethics by Ward [Ward, ], who posited that values in on-line journalism
have shifted from the tradition of ‘accuracy, pre-publication verification, balance,
impartiality, and gate-keeping’ to ‘immediacy, transparency, partiality and post-
publication correction’. This has brought about ‘a tension between traditional
journalism and on-line journalism’.
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Future work. Our study sheds new light on human reactions to rumours
and provides insights towards better understanding of how to control the spread
of rumours. One of our next objectives is to use the datasets we have collected to
develop machine learning techniques for automatically predicting rumour veracity
at different time points and using conversational patterns to help establish the
veracity of rumours. In this way, we believe it will be possible to assist journalists
to check their sources more quickly and thoroughly, and thus enable them to
play a more effective role in mitigating the spread and impact of false rumours.
We would also like to verify whether our observation of the tendency for users
with high follow ratios to behave more responsibly can generalise from news
organisations to other types of users with high follow ratios.
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